
     Ever since musicians have entered recording studios, recordings have allowed their music to travel 
further than most could have ever imagined. In the United States, sounds from the South, from Chicago, 
Detroit, New York, and Los Angeles found their way throughout the country, inspiring young musicians 
used to hearing only regional styles. Radio broadcasts spread the sounds even further. When American 
Soul music emerged in the 1960s it found open ears and hearts all over the world.  Performers lucky 
enough to get a chance to perform overseas, such as the Memphis-based Stax/Volt Revue were amazed 
to be greeted by adoring fans in Europe and anywhere else they traveled.  Years later, the seeds sown by 
those early records and those legendary concerts and tours have grown into a new generation of 
musicians united not by country or continent, but by the love of American Soul Music, new troubadours 
that carry on and add to this old tradition, both paying tribute to classic styles and creating new music.  

     Sax Gordon grew up in northern California, absorbing American music on radio and records, playing at 
every chance, then hit the road with many of the old Blues and R&B veterans that still criss-crossed the 
country, eventually backing Soul stars like Little Milton, Sam Moore (of Sam & Dave), Ben E. King, Martha 
Reeves, Howard Tate, Betty Harris, and Solomon Burke.  Along the way some festival performances in 
Brazil were televised...

     Guitarist Igor Prado and drummer Yuri Prado grew up in Sao Paulo, Brazil, discovered American roots 
music, and formed the Igor Prado Band.  Inspired by old recordings, videos, and the performances of 
American musicians live and on TV, they quickly became the band of choice for visiting Blues and Soul 
stars like Curtis Salgado, Tia Carroll, and Kim Wilson, as well as American Soulmen like JJ Jackson and 
Greg Wilson who made Brazil their home.  

     Hammond B-3 Organ specialist Raphael Wressnig is from Graz, Austria. He fell in love with Soul, 
Funk, and R&B and after gaining experience with the best Austrian musicians and forming his own 
“Organic Trio”, he quickly became a familiar presence on stages throughout Europe, backing American 
Blues & Soul performers like Larry Garner, Deitra Farr, Tad Robinson, Finis Tasby, and Zora Young, and 
also delivering heavy groove organ in his own wild and funky show.

     10 years ago a tour in Europe found Gordon and Raphael in the same group and they hit it off, 
collaborating on tours and recordings ever since.  A few years later Gordon received a message from the 
young band in Brazil and tours and recordings followed. And now, for the first time, these musicians come 
together to celebrate the music they love as “Sax Gordon’s International Soul Caravan”.

Sax Gordon’s International Soul Caravan will feature songs from these highly-acclaimed new CDs

Sax Gordon - “SHOWTIME!”  
 “He digs down to his true grit...big fun tenor”  
- Downbeat Magazine

Raphael Wressnig & Alex Schultz - Soul Gift 
 "This album has to be a contender for Import Album of The Year, it’s that good”  
- Blues Revue Magazine 
 

The Igor Prado Band - Blues & Soul Sessions   
“An absolutely stunning album”  
- David Mac / Blues Junction

SAX GORDON’S INTERNATIONAL SOUL CARAVAN
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